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ABSTRACT.  The degree of anisotropy of - mesons emission can be more directly determined by
studying the angular distributions in the CMS of colliding nuclei. From the analysis of angular
distributions of – -mesons the anisotropy coefficient  for (p, d, He, C)-(C, Ta) (4.2 and 10 AGeV/c)
collisions was obtained. The anisotropy coefficient is similar for the symmetric (or approximately
symmetric, AP AT) systems of nuclei and increases slowly with mass numbers of projectile (AP) and
target (AT)  for other  systems. At small multiplicities of pions (n < n- > ) the degree of anisotropy
is greater than at high multiplicities (n- > < n- >). The decrease of the parameter  for more central
events (n- > < n- >) indicates that the angular distributions of pions become more isotropic at small
impact parameters (b0).  The anisotropy coefficient  increases linearly with the kinetic energy E*/
Emax

* (Emax
* is the mбximum available kinetic energy in the CMS) and up to 100 MeV, the pions are

emitted isotropically (parallel spectra) for almost all systems. Our results agree with the predictions of
the intranuclear cascade models. The data obtained from the propane bubble chamber (PBC-500) system
utilized at JINR. The qualitative agreement of our experimental results with the predictions of the quark
gluon string and the ultrarelativistic quantum molecular dynamics models (QGSM, UrQMD) was observed.
© 2017 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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The quest to use energetic heavy ion collisions

to infer properties of infinite nuclear matter, such as

the equation of state (EOS) under conditions of den-

sity (or pressure) and temperature significantly dif-

ferent from the ground state conditions has proven

to be a difficult task, although an impressive amount

of data was obtained using experimental setups of

increasing sophistication. In particular, the mean free

paths of pions [1], the most abundantly created par-

ticles, with momenta below 1 GeV/c are neither large

nor small compared to typical nuclear sizes. There-

fore methods of analysis resting on the validity of
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either of these two extremes in the hope to simplify

the theoretical description are bound to lead only to

qualitative success at best.

An important lesson that was learned in the last

two decades was that definite conclusions on nu-

clear matter properties based on a single observable

had proven to be premature and/or of limited accu-

racy, aside from not being sufficiently convincing.

As an example, original hopes [2], to use deficits in

pion production relative to expectations based on

compression-free scenarios were not supported by

transport theoretical simulations [3]. On the other

hand, transport calculations [4] showed that pion

azimuthal correlations, ’flow’, qualify as an observ-
able that could contribute significant constraints on

the EOS.

Our previous results on pion production experi-

ment (cross sections, multiplicities’ rapidities, trans-
verse momenta, intercorrelations between various

characteristics, etc) using the streamer chamber

spectrometer SKM-200 in inelastic and central nu-

cleus-nucleus interactions are published in [5-8]. It

was shown that these particles are produced mainly

in independent nucleon-nucleon (NN) collisions. The

aim of the present work is to present a more complete

systematics of highly differential pion emission in

heavy ion reactions obtained with the (PBC-500)

device, varying the incident energy (from 3.7 to 10 A

GeV), the system’s size (from A
P

+ A
T

= 4 + 12 to

12+181, where A
P
and A

T
, are the projectile and target

mass number, respectively), in hadron-nucleus sys-

tem’s p(C, Ta) and a new detailed analysis of the -

meson angular distributions in these interactions.

Moreover, the degree of anisotropy in pion emission

from the analysis of angular distributions were deter-

mined and provided for comparison at the different

energies. The dependence of the anisotopy coeffi-

cient  on the projectile (A
P
) and target (A

T
) nucleus

were investigated.

Experimental Data

The data were obtained from Propane Bubble Cham-

ber systems (PBC-500) utilized at JINR.

The 2 meter long Propane Bubble Chamber (PBC-

500) was placed in the magnetic field of 1.5 T.

The procedures for separating out the pC, 2HC,

He C collisions in propane (C3H8) and the process-

ing of the data including particle identification and

corrections are described in detail in Ref. [9]. The

analysis produced 4581 events of 2H C, 1424 of 2HTa,

9737 of HeC, 1532 of HeTa (at an energy of 3.4 GeV/

nucleon), 5882 and 16509 events of pC interactions

at the momenta of 4.2 and 10 GeV/c, respectively, and

2342 events of pTa (at 10 GeV/c) collisions.

The protons with momentum p < 150MeV/c were

not detected within the PBC-500 as far as their track

lengths are less than 2mm (pC interactions), and pro-

tons with p < 200MeV/c were absorbed in the Ta

target plate (the detector biases). Thus, the protons

with momentum larger than 150MeV/c were regis-

tered in pC interactions, and the protons with

p  250MeV/c in pTa collisions. In the experiment,

the projectile fragmentation products were identified

as those characterized by the momentum p > 3.5 GeV/

c (4.2, 4.5 GeV/c/N) or p > 7 GeV/c (10 GeV/c/N) and

angle < 3.5°, and the target fragmentation products

- by the momentum p < 0.25 GeV/c in the target rest

frame. The latter ones are mainly evaporated pro-

tons. After these selection criterions, the remaining

protons are the participant protons. For the analysis

minimum three particles N
particles
3 were required for

the reliable determination of the correlation coeffi-

cients.

The analysis of – meson angular
distributions

In our experiment a detailed analysis of – meson

production in a wide range of interacting nuclei with

masses A
P
 (4-24), A

T
 (6-207) [5, 6] and interesting

investigation about the mechanism of pion produc-

tion was performed from the analysis of angular dis-

tributions [7, 8].

The degree of anisotropy in pion emission can be

more directly determined by studying the angular

distributions in the CMS of colliding nuclei. Our aim

was to study cos* distributions of – mesons in A
P
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(p, d, He, C) A
T
 (C, Ta) interactions (* is the emission

angle in the CMS of colliding nuclei). The experimen-

tal distributions we have approximated by the ansatz

[10]:

2dN d cos const(1 cos )     , (1)

were is the anisotropy coefficient. The studied cos*

distributions of - mesons in experimental and gener-

ated (QGSM, UrQMD) p-C (4.2 and 10 GeV/c),  C(C,

Ta) (4.2 AGeV /c) interactions are presented on Figs.

1, 2. In Table 1 the results of approximation by (1) for

various pairs of nuclei are listed. One can see (Table 1),

the parameter  is similar for symmetric (or approxi-

mately symmetric, A
P
 A

T
) systems of nuclei and

increases slowly with mass numbers of projectile (A
P
)

and target (A
T
)  for other systems. That may be the

result of asymmetry of the colliding interactions.

The dependence of on kinetic energy E*/E
max

*

(E
max

* is the maximum available kinetic energy). nuclei

system (A
P
«A

T
). For NN  NN– the parameter is

greater than 3 [10]. The nucleus-nucleus collisions thus

provide a more isotropic source of pions at these ener-

gies, than in the nucleon - nucleus energy) in CMS, was

studied (Table 1.). It is shown that the anisotropy coef-

ficient increases linearly with E*/E
max

*. Up to 100 MeV,

Fig. 1. cos*  distributions (in the CMS) of - -mesons in experimental () and UrQMD generated () pC (4.2 and 10
GeV/c) collisions. The curves are the result of an approximation using equation (1).

Fig. 2. cos*  distributions (in the CMS) of - -mesons in experimental () and  QGSM generated () C(C, Ta) (4.2 A GeV/c)
collisions. The curves are the result of an approximation using equation (1).
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the pions are emitted isotropically for almost all sys-

tems and the decrease of the anisotropy parameter

may be caused by an increase in the number of NN

collisions. Low-energy pions might be emitted at a

later stage of collisions than highly energetic ones

[11]. The slope is similar for light, symmetric pairs and

the asymmetric, heavier systems. For the heaviest

pairs of nuclei (CTa) the slope is larger.

The dependence of the parameter  on kinetic

energy E* in the CMS in central ArKCl collisions at a

momentum of 2.6 GeV/c per incident nucleon for --

mesons was studied at the Berkeley streamer cham-

ber [12] and the value =0.52. In this experiment 
increases with E*, achieves its maximum and then

decreases [12, Fig. 1]. Meanwhile, the calculations

carried out within the framework of the Cugnon intra-

nuclear cascade model [13] for their data, predicts

the increase of  with E*. Our result is that the linear

increase of  with E*/E
max

* agrees qualitatively with

the prediction of the Cugnon model.

We divided the initial events into two subsamples:

1) n– < n– >, the events in which the – -mesons

multiplicity n– is less than the average multiplicity

< n–>; 2) n– >  < n– >, the fraction of the events in

which ~ 40% for all pairs of nuclei. We analysed these

two groups of events and obtained the anisotropy

parameter for them. The second group of events, which

corresponds to more central interactions, the param-

eter  is smaller than for the first group. The decrease

of  for the events with n– >  < n– > indicates that the

angular distributions of pions become more isotropic

for more central collisions (small impact parameter).

The Dubna intranuclear cascade model assumes

that a nucleus-nucleus interaction consists of a se-

ries of subsequent hadron-hadron collisions. Each

of the colliding nuclei is treated as a gas of nucleons

moving within a potential well, i.e. nucleons are

bound within a nucleus. The distribution of the nu-

cleon density, kinematics of  isobar formation (but

not the dynamics of their subsequent interactions,

Table 1. The number of events and --mesons, the anizotropy coefficient  of –-mesons in verious range
of multiplicities  and of E*-kinetic energy in pC (4.2 and 10 GeV/c), (d, He, C) (C, Ta) (4.2 A GeV/c) and
pTa (10 GeV/c) experimental and generated collisions (the result of the approximation of cos*

distributions using equation (1), see text)

AP + AT Neven / Npion α
α  f(E)

0.05 E0.20 0.02E0.44 0.45 E 0.08
exp.

pC 4.2gev/c
UrQMD

5882 /4698

16143 /13500

0.94±0.11

0.84±0.06

0.45±0.13 1.50±0.25 1.96±0.58

0.30±0.08 0.93±0.11 2.48±0.34

exp.
pC 10gev/c

UrQMD

16509 /17362

50191/30676

1.07±0.06

1.77±0.05

0.17±0.06 1.12±0.11 4.00±0.44

0.60±0.05 1.73±0.08 4.63±0.31
exp.

dC
UrQMD

4581 /3452

27502 /23210

0.71±0.09

1.05±0.04

0.45±0.15 1.43±0.23 3.35±1.32

0.24±0.04 1.23±0.08 3.33±0.25
exp.

HeC
UrQMD

9739 /2898

31716 / 37790

0.82±0.07

1.04±0.04

0.50±0.11 1.32±0.16 4.13±1.20

0.17±0.04 1.42±0.10 4.01±0.31
exp.

CC
QGSM

15962 /25410

50000/85030

0.94±0.05

1.07±0.02

0.32±0.05 1.20±0.11 2.62±0.32

0.33±0.02 1.73±0.05 3.83±0.22
exp.

pTa
UrQMD

2342 /3147

7230 / 12238

1.33±0.13

1.36±0.07

0.57±0.14 1.57±0.28 2.40±0.61

0.48±0.07 0.71±0.17 2.31±0.21
exp.

(d,He)Ta
UrQMD

2956 /3337

17629/29886

0.94±0.11

0.96±0.04

0.64±0.13 1.46±0.27 1.77±0.66

1.05±0.04 0.74±0.06 1.27±0.21

exp.
CTa

QGSM

2469 /6092

9130 /48110

1.18±0.09

0.99±0.03

0.82±0.11 2.01±0.26 2.49±0.59

0.48±0.03 1.44±0.12 1.51±0.07
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i.e. it is assumed that isobars decay instantaneously

within the nucleus), and absorbtion of pions by pairs

of nucleons are taken into account. Thus, we can

conclude that our results qualitatively agree with the

predictions of the Dubna intranuclear cascade model.

In order to increase the accuracy of the results

obtained in these collisions, we also studied the

behavior of the anisotropy coefficient generated col-

lisions. Several theoretical models were proposed for

nucleus-nucleus collisions at high energy. We used

the Quark Gluon String Model (QGSM) [14, 15] and

Ultra-relativistic Quantum Molecular Dynamics

Model (UrQMDM) [16-18] for comparison with ex-

perimental data. The QGSM is based on the Regge

and string phenomenology of particle production in

inelastic binary hadron collisions. The UrQMD model

is now widely applied for simulations of particle pro-

duction and flow effects in various nucleus-nucleus

interactions [19, 20], although its original design was

directed towards high energies. We generated CC

(2.65 fm) and CTa (6.53 fm) interactions by QGSM

and dC (2.79 fm), HeC (2.79 fm), dTa (5.31 fm) and

HeTa (5.46 fm) interactions by UrQMDM, as well as

50000 events for dC, HeC, CC, CTa and 1000 events

for dTa, HeTa collisions, respectively.

One can see cos* distributions (Figs. 1-3) of –

mesons in A
P
 (p, d, He, C)-A

T
 (C, Ta) interactions for

experimental and generated (QGSM, UrQMD) events

i.e the degree of anisotropy within errors in pion emis-

sion are in good agreement with each other (Table 1).

Conclusion

The analysis of cos* angular distributions of –-

mesons in experimental and generated (QGSM,

UrQMD) pC (4.2 and 10 GeV/c), pTa (10 GeV /c), (d,

He, C) (C, Ta) (4.2 AGeV/c) collisions were  carried

out. The pC system is the lightest studied one, and

the pTa is extremely asymmetrical system in which

differential transverse flow of protons and pions have

ever been detected for these particles. The depend-

ence of on kinetic energy in CMS, on multiplicity of

pions and on the mass numbers of projectile (A
P
)

and target (A
T
) for all interactions were studied:

1. The anisotropy coefficient increses with E*/

E
max

*  and up to 100 MeV, the pions are emitted  iso-

tropically for almost all systems;

2.  At small multiplicities of pions (n–  < n– >)

the degree of anisotropy is greather than at high mul-

tiplicities (n– > < n– >), i.e. the angular distributions

of pions become more isotropic for more central

events (at small impact parameters, b 0).

3. The anisotropy coefficient is similar for the sym-

metric (or approximately symmetric, A
P
A

T
) systems

of nuclei and increases slowly with mass numbers of

projectile (A
P
) and target (A

T
)  for other systems.

4. The QGSM and UrQMDM satisfactorily de-

scribe the cos* angular distributions of - -mesons

for all systems.
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Fig. 3. The dependence of the anisotropy coefficient on
the (AP *AT)1/2 for – mesons in experimental (o) -
pC (4.2 and 10 GeV/c),  pTa (10 GeV /c), () - (d, He,
C)(C, Ta) (4.2 AGeV /c) and () - generated (UrQMD,
QGSM)  interactions. The lines are the result of the
linear approximation of the data.
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fizika

- -mezonebis kuTxuri ganawilebebis Seswavla
(p, d, He, C)-(C, Ta) dajaxebebSi 4,2 da 10 AGeV/c
impulsis dros

l. CxaiZe*, g. ClaCiZe**, T. jobava*, l. xarxelauri*

* ivane javaxiSvilis sax. Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti, maRali energiebis fizikis instituti,
Tbilisi, saqarTvelo
** fermis nacionaluri amaCqareblis laboratoria, batavia, ilinoisi, aSS

(warmodgenilia akademiis wevris a. xelaSvilis mier)

- -mezonebis gamosxivebis anizotropiuloba Seswavlil iqna uSualod maTi kuTxuri
ganawilebebidan urTierTqmedi wyvilebis masaTa centris sistemaSi (m.c.s.). amdenad, (p,
d, He, C) (C, Ta) (4,2 da 10 AGeV/c) dajaxebebSi --mezonebis kuTxuri ganawilebebidan
dadgenil iqna  anizotropiis koeficienti. miRebul iqna, rom  anizotropiis koeficien-
ti erTnairia simetriuli sistemebisaTvis  (an miaxloebiT simetriuli, AP AT) da
mdovred izrdeba damjaxebeli wyvilebis damcemi (AP) da samizne (AT) masuri ricxvebis
gazrdisas. mcire mravlobiTobis (n < n >) mqone pionebisTvis anizotropiis koe-
ficienti  metia, vidre SedarebiTi didi mravlobiTobis (n > < n >) mqone pionebisTvis.
 parametris Semcireba SedarebiT centralur areSi (n > < n >) miuTiTebs --
mezonebis kuTxuri ganawilebebis izotropiulobaze dajaxebis parametris Semcirebisas
(b0). anizotropiis koeficienti izrdeba TiTqmis wrfivad kinetikuri energiis gazrdisas
E*/Emax

* (Emax
* aris SesaZlo maqsimaluri kinetikuri energia masaTa centris sistemaSi)

da 100 mev-is Semdeg --mezonebis gamosxiveba erTnairia yvela urTierTqmedi wyvilisTvis
(speqtrebis paraleloba). Cveni Sedegebi TanxmobaSia Sida birTvuli kaskaduri modelebis
winaswarmetyvelebasTan. eqsperimentuli masala miRebulia birTvuli kvlevebis gaerTia-
nebuli institutis (JINR) maRali energiebis laboratoriaSi filmuri deteqtoris
(propanis ormetriani buStovani kamera - PBC-500) saSualebiT. kvark gluonuri simuri
da ultra relativisturi kvantur molekulur dinamikuri modelebi (QGSM da UrQMD)
cdomilebis farglebSi damakmayofileblad aRweren eqsperimentul Sedegebs.
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